Talking Heads

Don’t Forget to Read the Fine Print
April 1998’s Talking Heads discussion featured two freelance producers,
Kate Hickok and Merrill Fearon. Each presented their backgrounds,
projects they have developed, and talked about the pleasures and pitfalls
of working on contract.
Kate, aspiring to be an advertising art director, attended the Syracuse
School of Art. In her desire to move beyond two-dimensional work,
Kate began working in TV and video and came to Canada to work on
sitcoms for the CBC. Deciding to stay in Vancouver, she began to
concentrate on commercial, corporate and educational projects. Her
work has included an audio-visual presentation used to train the 50,000
staff and volunteers of Expo ‘86, and a 28-projector show that screened at
Harbour Centre for 6 years. She recently fulfilled a one-year contract as
Project Manager for Engaging Science, a joint venture of the Pacific Space
Centre, Science World, and the Vancouver Aquarium, which provides
professional development for teachers.
Merrill came to Vancouver to work on her doctorate in French and
Quebec literature at UBC but soon discovered that she was a generalist
and not suited to the specialist constrictions of Ph.D. research. In the
early 70s she helped found the feminist media collective, ReelFeelings,
and gave workshops for women in the use of video recorders long before
most people had touched such equipment. Merrill worked as a producer
at the BC Ministry of Education’s Provincial Educational Media Centre
for 17 years. Freelancing in recent years, Merrill has worked increasingly
with digital media and for the last two years has been producing
websites.
Kate and Merrill discussed the advantages of working on sponsored
projects, principally not having to fundraise or convince anyone of the
importance of the project. However, when working on “someone else’s

project” the producer must negotiate creative control. Contract work
extends beyond corporate and training presentations to special events,
music videos, Internet sites, etc.
The Producer on a sponsored project is responsible for the finances
and the overall vision for the project. Some of the other tasks are head
of the creative team, scheduler and record keeper, solicitor of goods and
services, and treatment creator.
According to Merrill and Kate, the keys to working on contract are:
getting off to a good start with the client agency, finding yourself a
“champion” (a person of authority within the agency), picking your
battles, and surrounding yourself with a strong creative team. At the
outset of the contract, the producer and client must agree on the
purpose and the audience of the project, the budget, and the roles of the
people involved.
Other suggestions presented by Kate and Merrill were: never assume
anything, know the limitations of each medium and be willing to suggest
alternatives, don’t get overly attached to ideas, and know the context for
the audience (where will the product be seen, what size of group, the
mode of presentation, etc.).
On the important topic of fees, Kate and Merrill have different
approaches. Kate prefers to work on a flat fee with about one third of
the budget for overhead (her company expenses) and 10 to 15% for
contingencies. Merrill tends to work on an hourly rate and finds it
easier to handle the inevitable client changes that way. They both
stressed, however, the importance of detailed written contracts. For
anyone contemplating working on contract, this was a very informative
Talking Heads session.
Mary Ungerleider

The Last Word by Bebé Démelo
Another Banff Festival under my belt and all I wanna know is why
do I continue to spend $90 on a ticket and $500 on a dress so I can stand
while I eat my dinner? Instead of demurely leaning over the table to
shake the hand of that handsome distributor with the delightful jokes
and a empty spot on his roster, I have to perch my wine glass on my head
while my left hand holds my plate off to the side to avoid painting his
Armani with something else Italian. Granted I wanted to look like a
goddess, but Kali wasn’t what I had in mind. And I don’t think this is
what my doctor means by finding a balance.
Speaking of finding a balance, kudos to Nancy Eagles for taking this
daycare initiative firmly in hand. It’s high time this industry started to
recognize the importance of our families, and stopped making us choose
between caring for our loved ones or just putting bread on the table.
What we in the biz truly need is accessible quality care by educated
professionals who stimulate the intellect and imagination, offer plenty of
hugs, and spank only executives. And then one next door for our kids.
Forget all those Alien/New World Order/Papal conspiracy theories—
it’s actually Trish Dolman who’s gonna take over the world. WIFVV’s
VP not only won a CTV fellowship to Banff, she got into the mighty NSI
pitching workshop, was followed around by a documentary team at the

Festival, landed the podium at Two in a Room on the strength of a
proposal she took all of 45 minutes to write, and walked away with
interest from the BBC. Go girl, go! And when you get there make room
at the table for me.
Me, that is, and Esta Spalding. She landed a job as story editor and
co-writer on Da Vinci’s Inquest on the back of some award-winning
poetry—that’s right, poetry—and word on the street is that her scripts are
actually good. Proof that every once in awhile in this nepotism-ordered
universe of ours talent wins. Or, to put it this way, “I know of a woman
named Esta/who won in a poetry contesta/an award for her work/not
the height of her skirt/she’s truly a model for the rest of us.” (Did you
hear that, Chris? Chris? Why are you walking away from me? Chris?…)
And on the subject of getting by on something other than our hem
line/breast size/hair-style, I was saddened to hear advocacy has hit
bottom on our list of priorities, while personal gain leads the way. Why
is it that whenever we women get up a rung we forget where we came
from and how hard it was to crawl up? Or is it just that with cutback
after cutback, producing has become like shopping at the January sales—
and we all need that same pair of Gucci’s? It’s become, like, get out of
my way, sister, or I’m gonna leave my footprint on your back.
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